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Escape 

1.  Recovery 

From the moment he entered it, the wood seemed full of 
noises. There was a smell of damp leaves and moss, and 
everywhere the splash of water went whispering about. Just 
inside, the brook made a little fall into a pool, and the sound, 
enclosed among the trees, echoed as though in a cave. Roosting 
birds rustled overhead; the night breeze stirred the leaves; here 
and there a dead twig fell. And there were more sinister, 
unidentified sounds from further away; sounds of movement. 

To rabbits, everything unknown is dangerous. The first 
reaction is to startle, the second to bolt. Again and again they 
startled, until they were close to exhaustion. But what did these 
sounds mean and where, in this wilderness, could they bolt to? 
(31) 
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2.  Lapine Cosmogony 

“Long ago, Frith made the world. He made all the stars, too, and the 
world is one of the stars. He made them by scattering his droppings over 
the sky and this is why the grass and the trees grow so thick on the world. 
Frith makes the rivers flow. They follow him as he goes through the sky, 
and when he leaves the sky they look for him all night. Frith made all the 
animals and birds, but when he first made them they were all the same. 
The sparrow and the kestrel were friends and they both ate seeds and 
flies. And the fox and the rabbit were friends and they both ate grass. And 
there was plenty of grass and plenty of flies, because the world was new 
and Frith shone down bright and warm all day. 

“Now, El-ahrairah was among the animals in those days and he had 
many wives. He had so many wives that there was no counting them, and 
the wives had so many young that even Frith could not count them, and 
they ate the grass and the dandelions and the lettuces and the clover, and 
El-ahrairah was the father of them all.” (Bigwig growled appreciatively.) 
“And after a time,” went on Dandelion, “after a time the grass began to 
grow thin and the rabbits wandered everywhere, multiplying and eating 
as they went.” (34-35) 
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3.  The Rabbit Hero 

“Then,” said Dandelion, “Frith felt himself in friendship with El-
ahrairah, who would not give up even when he thought the fox and the 
weasel were coming. And he said, ‘Very well, I will bless your bottom as it 
sticks out of the hole. Bottom, be strength and warning and speed forever 
and save the life of your master. Be it so!’ And as he spoke, El-ahrairah’s 
tail grew shining white and flashed like a star: and his back legs grew 
long and powerful and he thumped the hillside until the very beetles fell 
off the grass stems. He came out of the hole and tore across the hill faster 
than any creature in the world. And Frith called after him, ‘El-ahrairah, 
your people cannot rule the world, for I will not have it so. All the world 
will be your enemy, Prince with a Thousand Enemies, and whenever they 
catch you, they will kill you. But first they must catch you, digger, listener, 
runner, prince with the swift warning. Be cunning and full of tricks and 
your people shall never be destroyed.’ And El-ahrairah knew then that 
although he would not be mocked, yet Frith was his friend. And every 
evening, when Frith has done his day’s work and lies calm and easy in the 
red sky, El-ahrairah and his children and his children’s children come out 
of their holes and feed and play in his sight, for they are his friends and he 
has promised them that they can never be destroyed.” (37) 
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4.  Applicability 

All the rabbits had heard the story before: on winter nights, 
when the cold draft moved down the warren passages and the icy 
wet lay in the pits of the runs below their burrows; and on 
summer evenings, in the grass under the red may and the sweet, 
carrion-scented elder bloom. Dandelion was telling it well, and 
even Pipkin forgot his weariness and danger and remembered 
instead the great indestructibility of the rabbits. Each one of them 
saw himself as El-ahrairah, who could be impudent to Frith and 
get away with it. (36-37) 
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5.  Hazel’s Determination 

The last thing Hazel had expected was the immediate 
support of a member of the Owsla. It crossed his mind that 
although Bigwig would certainly be a useful rabbit in a tight 
corner, he would be a difficult one to get on with. He certainly 
would not want to do what he was told—or even asked—by an 
outskirter. “I don’t care if he is in the Owsla,” thought Hazel. “If 
we get away from the warren, I’m not going to let Bigwig run 
everything, or why bother to go?” But he answered only, “Good. 
We shall be glad to have you.” (23-24) 
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6.  The Brain of Blackberry 

“Hazel,” he said quickly, “that’s a piece of flat wood—like 
that piece that closed the gap by the Green Loose above the 
warren—you remember? It must have drifted down the river. So 
it floats. We could put Fiver and Pipkin on it and make it float 
again. It might go across the river. Can you understand?” 

Hazel had no idea what he meant. Blackberry’s flood of 
apparent nonsense only seemed to draw tighter the mesh of 
danger and bewilderment. As though Bigwig’s angry impatience, 
Pipkin’s terror and the approaching dog were not enough to 
contend with, the cleverest rabbit among them had evidently 
gone out of his mind. He felt close to despair. (45) 
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7.  Pipkin’s Vital Contribution 

All was confusion, ignorance, clambering and exhaustion. 
Throughout the bad dream of the night’s journey, Pipkin seemed 
to be always close beside him. Though each of the others 
vanished and reappeared like fragments floating round a pool, 
Pipkin never left him; and his need for encouragement became at 
last Hazel’s only support against his own weariness.  

“Not far now, Hlao-roo, not far now,” he kept muttering, 
until he realized that what he said had become meaningless, a 
mere refrain. He was not speaking to Pipkin or even to himself. 
He was talking in his sleep, or something very near it. (63) 
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8.  A New Ethic 

Hazel spoke through a kind of light-headed trance. “Well, 
you’d better get on, then,” he said, “and anyone else who wants 
to. Personally, I’m going to wait until Fiver and Pipkin are fit to 
tackle it.” 

“You silly blockhead!” cried Bigwig. “We’ll all be finished! 
We’ll—”  

“Don’t stamp about,” said Hazel. “You may be heard. What 
do you suggest, then?”  

“Suggest? There’s no suggesting to be done. Those who can 
swim, swim. The others will have to stay here and hope for the 
best. The dog may not come.” 

“I’m afraid that won’t do for me. I got Pipkin into this and 
I’m going to get him out.” (44) 
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9.  Hazel’s Frustration 

“There’s been a fearful row. Bigwig told Hawkbit and 
Speedwell that he’d scratch them to pieces if they didn’t obey 
him. And when Hawkbit said he wanted to know who was Chief 
Rabbit, Bigwig bit him. It seems a nasty business. Who is Chief 
Rabbit, anyway—you or Bigwig?” 

“I don’t know,” answered Hazel, “but Bigwig’s certainly the 
strongest. There was no need to go biting Hawkbit: he couldn’t 
have gone back if he’d tried. He and his friends would have seen 
that if they’d been allowed to talk for a bit. Now Bigwig’s put 
their backs up, and they’ll think they’ve got to go on because he 
makes them. I want them to go on because they can see it’s the 
only thing to do. There are too few of us for giving orders and 
biting people. Frith in a fog! Isn’t there enough trouble and 
danger already?” (62) 
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10.  Tooth and Claw 

He was about to speak when Hazel faced him. 
“Go,” said Hazel, firmly and quietly, “or we’ll kill you.” 
“Do you know what this means?” replied Holly. “I am 

Captain of Owsla. You know that, don’t you?” 
“Go,” repeated Hazel, “or you will be killed.” 
“It is you who will be killed,” replied Holly. Without another 

word he, too, went back up the bank and vanished into the wood. 
(29-30) 
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11.  Fiver’s Vision 

Suddenly Fiver shivered and cowered down. 
“Oh, Hazel! This is where it comes from! I know now—

something very bad! Some terrible thing—coming closer and closer.” 
He began to whimper with fear. 
“What sort of thing—what do you mean? I thought you said 

there was no danger?” 
“I don’t know what it is,” answered Fiver wretchedly. “There 

isn’t any danger here, at this moment. But it’s coming—it’s coming. 
Oh, Hazel, look! The field! It’s covered with blood!” 

“Don’t be silly, it’s only the light of the sunset. Fiver, come on, 
don’t talk like this, you’re frightening me!” 

Fiver sat trembling and crying among the nettles as Hazel tried 
to reassure him and to find out what it could be that had suddenly 
driven him beside himself. If he was terrified, why did he not run for 
safety, as any sensible rabbit would? But Fiver could not explain and 
only grew more and more distressed. (15-16) 
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12.  Fiver’s Dream 

“Oh, Hazel! I was dreaming. It was dreadful. You were there. 
We were sitting on water, going down a great, deep stream, and 
then I realized we were on a board—like that board in the field—
all white and covered with black lines. There were other rabbits 
there—bucks and does. But when I looked down, I saw the board 
was all made of bones and wire; and I screamed and you said, 
‘Swim—everybody swim’; and then I was looking for you 
everywhere and trying to drag you out of a hole in the bank. I 
found you, but you said, ‘The Chief Rabbit must go alone,’ and 
you floated away down a dark tunnel of water.” 

“Well, you’ve hurt my ribs, anyway. Tunnel of water indeed! 
What rubbish! Can we go back to sleep now?” 

“Hazel—the danger, the bad thing. It hasn’t gone away. It’s 
here—all round us. Don’t tell me to forget about it and go to 
sleep. We’ve got to get away before it’s too late.” (17-18) 
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13.  Fiver’s Intuition 

“No, we need to cross the river, Hazel, so that we can get into 
those fields—and on beyond them too. I know what we ought to 
be looking for—a high, lonely place with dry soil, where rabbits 
can see and hear all round and men hardly ever come. Wouldn’t 
that be worth a journey?” 

“Yes, of course it would. But is there such a place?” 
“Not near a river—I needn’t tell you that. But if you cross a 

river you start going up again, don’t you? We ought to be on the 
top—on the top and in the open.” 

“But, Fiver, I think they may refuse to go much further. And 
then again, you say all this and yet you say you’re too tired to 
swim?” (42) 
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14.  Fiver Looks Ahead 

Fiver gave no sign of having heard him. He seemed to be lost in 
his own thoughts. When he spoke again, it was as though he were 
talking to himself. “There’s a thick mist between the hills and us. I 
can’t see through it, but through it we shall have to go. Or into it, 
anyway.” 

“A mist?” said Hazel. “What do you mean?” 
“We’re in for some mysterious trouble,” whispered Fiver, “and 

it’s not elil. It feels more like—like mist. Like being deceived and 
losing our way.” 

There was no mist around them. The May night was clear and 
fresh. Hazel waited in silence and after a time Fiver said, slowly and 
expressionlessly, “But we must go on, until we reach the hills.” His 
voice sank and became that of a sleep-talker. “Until we reach the hills. 
The rabbit that goes back through the gap will run his head into 
trouble. That running—not wise. That running—not safe. Running—
not—” He trembled violently, kicked once or twice and became quiet. 
(60-61) 

 


